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Overview
Our Goal:
● To improve onsite customer experience, increasing return visits and memberships

● Better communication to customers of their roles and responsibilities

Target Segment:
● First-time visitors

○ Encourage return visits

● Season unfamiliar visitors

○ Membership holders or repeat visitors

Main Takeaways:
● Overall perceived zoo experience is heavily dependent on the customer’s path through the zoo 

● Significantly improved experience when customers are aware of their roles, and familiar with environment

● During times of less on-stage employees (i.e. Winter), customers given tools for a successful visit



What Have We Found?   



Talking to Customers 

● Expensive but worth it
● Not too crowded
● (So many) play areas
● Have enough time to get 

lost
● Been multiple times and 

still have not seen 
exhibits

● Social aspect with fellow 
parents

● Expensive
● For killing time
● Come for specific exhibits (red 

panda)
● Assume exhibits will be open

● Expensive
● Very little time between school ending 

and zoo closing
● Rarely see all exhibits

● Decent price
● Not much to do
● Aesthetically unappealing



Talking to Employees 

Front Entrance ZookeeperFacilities Custodian

● Passive offering of 
maps

● Inconsistent member 
greetings

● Limited interaction
● Zoo promotes 

recycling

● Regular feeding 
times, often 
out-of-view

● There is a sign for 
closed exhibits

● Few show up for 
chats

● Ask great questions 
when they do



Visitor Survey 

40 responses

82.5% visited 
in the last 

year

Key Insights (scale from 1-7): 
“I found Franklin Park Zoo easy to navigate” - mean 3.4
“I feel like I got to see most of the zoo's exhibits” - mean 4.1
“I felt that there was a logical path through the zoo “ - mean 3.0
“I feel that I was given the information necessary to make the most 
of my visit ” - mean 3.3

After coming through the front 
gate, there was no real 

direction.  I found myself sort 
of zig-zagging back and forth 
throughout the day to see all 

the exhibits.



To Sum It Up

● Main Issue:
○ Customers are unaware of their role (especially new customers)

○ Customers will wander around with little thought, often missing 

out on large parts of the zoo

○ While signage and maps are adequate, there is a lack 

of directional flow

● Leads to the Following Implications:
○ Visitors don’t follow an optimized path and end up retracing steps

○ Missing key exhibits during their first several trips to the zoo (Bird’s 

World, Tropical Forest, etc.)

○ Visitors don’t see everything the zoo has to offer, leading to lower levels 

of satisfaction and lower likelihood of return

○ Seasonal visitors waste time navigating to closed exhibits, causing 

frustration



What is the Theory Behind it?



Customer Journey

The experience a customer has as he 
or she moves through all aspects of 
an organization’s physical facility

● Customer journey is largely dependent 
on a customer knowing what to do 
and how 
○ Direction of foot traffic
○ Knowledge of offerings
○ Exhibit popularity
○ Holistic experience
○ Personal narrative
○ Desire to return

Flow of foot traffic at DisneyLand



The Servicescape’s Role as a Facilitator

● Facilitator 
○ Aides the performance of people in the environment
○ Well-designed, functional facility leads to a satisfactory experience 

from the customer’s point of view 
○ Strives to add convenience and direction to the customer’s experience 

● Zoo New England: Franklin Park 
○ Currently, servicescape “flow” is not designed to enhance customers’ 

experience
○ 72.5% of respondents felt that there was no instinctual logical path 

through the zoo
■ Lack of direction is inhibiting customer’s ability to accomplish 

their goals

Solution
  
    

Effi
cie

nt Functional 

Logical

Flow Optimization 
● Create paths that are logical, efficient, and functional to 

maximize customers experience   



The Service Performance Gap

● Customers who do not fulfill roles
○ Customers who lack knowledge of their roles and 

responsibilities
■ Employee failure to provide information 

○ Customers who negatively impact each other
■ Overcrowding due to lack of directional 

flow

Help Define Customer Roles
● IKEA’s “Do-it-yourself” concept 

Educate and Reward Customers
● Place & function orientation
● How do I get from here to there? What am I supposed to do?

Solutions: 



The Service Design & Standards Gap

Factors Leading to Gap 2:

● Poor service design
○ Vague, undefined service designs

■ Feeling of confusion when entering the 
zoo and not knowing which route to 
follow

● Inappropriate physical evidence and servicescape
○ Failure to develop/use tangibles in line with 

customer expectations
■ Maps are not used frequently enough
■ Public displays/billboards with maps 

could be helpful

Solutions:

Integrate initiatives together
- Exhibit closings
- Feeding times
- Food, gift shop
- Special activities (scavenger hunts, special events, 

etc.)

Set a preferred/suggested customer journey

Routine maintenance updates to servicescape 
to complement intended customer journey 

Occurs when there is a disconnect between customer-driven 
service designs and standards & company perceptions of 
consumer expectations.



Understanding Physical Environment - User Relationships:    
A Framework for Zoo New England

Space/Function
● Layout
● Equipment
● Furnishings
● Etc. 

Perceived 
Servicescape

Customer 
Responses

Individual Behaviors
● Attraction
● Stay/Explore
● Spend Money
● Return
● Carry out plan

Cognitive
● Beliefs
● Spend 

Money
● Return
● Carry out 

plan

Physiological
● Pain
● Comfort
● Movement
● Physical 

Fit

Emotion
● Mood
● Attitude



So How Do We Do This?



What are we proposing?

Establishing a Customer Journey & Flow Optimization
○ Create and implement two distinct, seasonal routes 

that maximize value and form a sense of direction
■ Post updated  maps in highly visible areas
■ Incorporate routes  to handout maps that are offered 

upon entrance

○ Integrate current offerings into routes to create a 
holistic experience
■ Scavenger Hunt, Feedings, Demonstrations, Zoo Keeper 

Chats, Food & Souvenirs

 



Blueprinting the Journey Creation Process 

Perspective: Franklin Park Zoo
Routes reviewed every 3 months



What does implementation look like?

● Creation and distribution of integrated tangibles
○ Additions to current map:

■ Suggested routes
■ Feeding times at featured enclosures
■ Seasonal scavenger hunts on back of map

● Prizes may include:
○ Stickers
○ Credit for gift shop/restaurant

○ Any guest 12 or under will be offered a map upon entry
○ Installation of public signs / billboards displaying maps and current happenings

● All-round effort to promote this as a useful tool for customers







How will it create a better customer experience?

● Customer’s increased knowledge of their roles and 
responsibilities, leading to greater value in a largely 
customer-dependent experience

● During off-season when numbers of front-line 
employees are low, customers can solve 
problems and queries without seeking out an 
employee 

● Improved flow of foot traffic during busy 
season

● Ensure closed exhibits are avoided during winter



Q&A



Appendix

1. Qualitative Data
2. Quantitative Data
3. Maps
4. Gap 3: Service Performance
5. Gap 2: Service Design
6. People, Processes, 

Physical Evidence



Customer Interview Demographics

* Collected over three visits:
- Afternoon mid-February
- Late-afternoon late-February
- Early morning late-March 



Experience Survey Results: Question 1



Experience Survey Results: Question 2



Experience Survey Results: Question 3



Experience Survey Results: Question 4



Experience Survey Results: Question 5



Experience Survey Results: Question 6



Experience Survey Results: Question 7



Gap Two: The Service Design & Standards Gap

● Poor service design
○ Unsystematic new service development 

process
○ Vague, undefined service designs
○ Failure to connect service design to service 

positioning
● Absence of customer-driven standards

○ Lack of customer-driven service standards
○ Absence of process management to focus on 

customer requirements
○ Absence of formal process for setting service 

quality goals
● Inappropriate physical evidence and servicescape

○ Failure to develop tangibles in line with 
customer expectations

○ Servicescape design that does not meet 
customer and employee needs

○ Inadequate maintenance and updating of the 
servicescape



Gap Three: The Service Performance Gap

● Deficiencies in human resource policies
○ Ineffective recruitment
○ Role ambiguity and role conflict
○ Poor employee-technology job fit
○ Inappropriate evaluation and compensation 

systems
○ Lack of empowerment, perceived control, and 

teamwork 
● Customers who do not fulfill roles

○ Customers who lack knowledge of their roles and 
responsibilities

○ Customers who negatively impact each other
● Problems with service intermediaries

○ Channel conflict over objectives and performance
○ Difficulty controlling quality and consistency
○ Tension between empowerment and control 

● Failure to match supply and demand 
○ Failure to smooth peaks and valleys of demand
○ Inappropriate customer mix
○ Over-reliance on price to smooth demand



Changes: People, Processes, Physical Evidence

People

● Front entrance employee 
may appear to play small role, 
however these providers can 
be focal point of service 
encounters

● Employee stationed at exit is 
one last touchpoint and can 
gauge or inquire about guest 
experiences

● Creation of hard & soft 
standards for employees 

Processes

● Inform customers about 
new experience offered

● Offer map and scavenger 
hunt during customer check 
in

● Greater accessibility during 
visit

● Validate and collect maps 
after visit

Physical Evidence

● Map
● Scavenger Hunt
● Signage


